WHAT THE BEST COLLEGE TEACHERS DO

Workshop Series...

SEPTEMBER 18
What the Best College Teachers Do Workshop Series: Chaffey’s Faculty PRIDE Statement

Neil Watkins, Cindy Walker, Angela Barlett, Robin Ikeda, Dave Karp

Do you have PRIDE? Faculty at Chaffey College take PRIDE in their roles and recognize the impact they can have on their students, colleagues, and college. Join us for this interactive workshop that digs deeper into the new faculty values statement. We’ll share specific, practical ways that faculty can implement these values (participate, respect, inspire, develop, and engage).

FSC ATL 109
12:30 PM - 1:30 PM

About the book:

“Ken Bain has conducted years of careful research on a variety of campuses, and the result is an inspirational summary of what teachers do that truly makes a difference in students’ lives, and what any teacher can do to improve.”

-Richard Light, author of Make the Most of College: Students Speak Their Minds.

Light lunch will be provided.